
Parents' At-Home Guide to  
Staycation Day Camp 2020



Parents,

Thank you for going on this adventure with us! We will 
miss seeing your kids in person at Day Camp this year, but 
we know that you and your children will have fun learning 
together about Jesus' power throughout the week!

In this packet you will find a schedule you can follow if you 
want to keep your day as close to Day Camp as possible, a 
list of supplies to have on hand for snacks and games, and 
pictures of the crafts. Feel free to substitute any snack or 
game ideas for something that is easier for your household 
or for what you already have on hand.

There are also Bible story booklets in your craft bag to 
assist you in helping your child as they learn about how 
Jesus' power can help them in everyday life!

Please take pictures of your kids doing the fun activities 
and share them with us so we can see the fun you are 
having at home! You can tag us on Instagram with 
@faithkidsco or @faithchurchfortcollins.

We miss you.

Sandy, Amy, and all the leaders of Kids Day Camp



Daily Schedule 

9:00-9:30  Opening Program (website)

9:30-10:00  Imagination Station Video 
(website, supplies in craft bag)

 10:00-10:30  Kid Vid Cinema (website)

 10:30-10:45  Snack Time!! (see snack guide)

10:45-11:00  Tracking with Jesus Bible 
Book Time (book in craft bag)

11:00-11:30  Games (see games guide)

11:30-12:00  Closing Program (website)



Day 1: Chew Chew Track

• Granola bars - 2 per child
• Twizzlers pull 'n' peel candy ropes

Day 2: Bagel Tunnel

• Bagels - 1 per child
• Berry cream cheese

Day 3: Coal Crunch

Make this the day before 

• Mini marshmallows
• Butter
• Cocoa rice krispy cereal
• Oreo cookies
• Black gel food coloring

Day 4: Crunchy Crossbuck

• Honey wheat pretzel twists
• Frosting pouch with cap

Day 5: Good Friend Fruit Pizza

• Graham crackers
• Blueberries
• Strawberries
• Clementines
• Any other fruit
• Whipped topping

Supplies Needed for Snacks
Please feel free to modify any of these as needed,

depending on allergies, preference, or simply what you 
already have on hand!



Supplies  Needed for Games
Feel  free to pick only one game a day or modify as needed for your 
household. You can also send the kids outside to play on their own 
for a while. The choices are yours!

Day 1: On Track to Splash
• Buckets of water
• Yarn
• Sponges or

sponge balls

Day 2: HOPE Ball

Day 3: Railway Waterway 

Day 4: Cross the Divide

Day 5: Train of Thought 

Option 2: Runaway Train 

• Pool Noodle
• Plastic Cup

• Rubber balls

• Pool noodle
• Plastic cup
• Duct tape
• Buckets of water

Option 2: Bold Bops

• Beach balls or other lightweight balls

• Beach balls

• Copy of handout

Option 2: Boxcar Bolt (team obstacle course) 

• Balloons
• Chair
• Cones
• Other obstacle

course materials



Day 1: Off-Rail Roller

Day 2: Hope 'n' Hover

Day 3: Bold Blaster

Day 4: Perpetual Paper

Day 5: Power Band

Imagination Station Supplies 



Elementary Station Leader Manual

Loco Motion
 Games

Loco Motion 
Games



When you see a supply 
quantity listed as “per 
Crew per rotation,” that 
means you need only the 
amount required for your 
largest rotation of Crews. 
You’ll reuse the supplies 
from rotation to rotation. 
If supplies aren’t reusable 
(such as paper goods that 
probably won’t survive 
multiple rotations), you’ll 
see the supply listed 
as “per Crew,” and that 
means you’ll need the 
quantity of that supply for 
each Crew at your VBS.

STAY ON TRACK 

Low Steam  Option 1: On Track to Splash 

Before Crews arrive, fill the buckets about three-quarters full with 
water, and divide the sponge balls among three of the buckets, 
submerging them in the water. Then place the buckets holding the 
sponge balls at one end of a roughly 40x40-foot play area and 
the remaining buckets of water on the opposite end. 

Lay out the lengths of yarn on the ground throughout the play 
area. There should be at least 5 feet between lengths of yarn so 
Crew members standing on the yarn can’t reach each other. Place 
a few lengths of yarn close enough to the buckets on both ends so 
players can easily reach into the buckets while standing on the 
yarn.

Say: It’s going to be an awesome week, and Loco Motion Games 
is where you’ll run, splash, play, and laugh as you learn about 
Jesus’ power! 
Today we’re on track with 
how Jesus’ power helps 
us do hard things. (Trust 
Jesus!) You’ll get to take on 
a fun challenge in this game. 
Let’s see how hard it gets!

Supplies

} sponge balls or sponges
(3 per Crew per rotation)

 } 2-foot lengths of extra-
thick silver or gray yarn 
(1 length per person per 
rotation)

 } 6 large buckets 

Day
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In the first rotations at 
our field test, we played 
all rounds of this game 
in silence for the added 
challenge, and the kids 
didn’t really mind, but it 
was hard to tell if they 
were having any fun! Some 
of our Crew Leaders felt 
that some kids actually 
appreciated the quieter, 
lower-key game, so we 
didn’t completely cut the 
silence but kept it to just 
the first round. Depending 
on how your group 
responds, you can continue 
playing silently for as many 
rounds as you like. 

FIELD TEST FINDING
1. Have half of the players choose and stand on pieces of yarn 

near the buckets—they have important jobs in getting the 
sponge balls out of and into the buckets.

2. Have everyone else spread out in the play area and choose a 
length of yarn to stand on with one foot in front of the other, 
as if balancing on the rail of a railroad track.

3. Everyone will work together to move every sponge ball from 
the buckets they’re in to the buckets on the other side of the 
play area.

4. The balls can be moved only by tossing them to
someone else.

5. Players are knocked out of play and must sit down for the 
remainder of the round if:

} players go off track by stepping off the yarn.

} players drop a ball—both the tosser (except those at the 
bucket) and intended catcher are out and the ball stays 
where it fell.

}  (in the first round only) players make any noise while playing
—they must stay silent. In subsequent rounds, noise is okay.

6. When everyone’s ready, sound the Train Whistle to start the 
round. You and your games assistants can make sure those 
who earn an out sit down.

7. Rounds end when the buckets the sponge balls started in are 
emptied and no more sponge balls are in play. Sound the 
Train Whistle at the end of rounds, and count how many 
sponge balls were successfully moved.

8. Then reset the sponge balls, allow everyone to quickly move 
to a different piece of yarn (including the Thank You-ers), and 
play a new round with the goal of improving on the number of 
balls successfully moved.

When it’s time to move on, signal to end the game, and have 
Crews reset the water buckets with sponge balls for the next 
rotation. Then gather everyone around you.

Ask: 

What was the hardest part of the game for you? 

What strategies did you figure out that made 
things easier?

 What are some things in your life that used to be really 
hard for you to do that you’re better at now? Share an 
example of your own first, such as struggling to learn to tie 
your shoes when you were younger. 



Crews loved this game! 
Just wait until you see it in 
action. It’s hilarious, and 
you’ll hear lots of laughter!

FIELD TEST FINDING

Say: Doing hard things can get easier. God gave us these amazing 
brains that learn as we struggle. When we keep trying, we 
figure things out and gain new skills. Sometimes we get 
tired of trying, but when we feel like we’re at the end of our 
own power, Jesus’ power helps us do hard things. 
(Trust Jesus!) 

M

edium Steam

 Option 2: Runaway Train
Say: This next game is called Runaway Train because, like a 

runaway train, it’s a little out of control! It can be scary when 
things are out of control in real life, but our fears and worries 
can be calmed when we give our attention to Jesus and ask 
for his help. Jesus’ power can help us do hard things. 
(Trust Jesus!) Let’s see how focusing on something that’s calm 
and steady can help you in this out-of-control-fun game!

1. Have kids each find a partner in their Crew (if a Crew has an
uneven number, one trio is fine).

2. Give each pair a pool noodle and a cup.

3. Have partners spread out in the play area and stand about
15 feet apart, directly across from each other. Make sure
pairs are spread out enough that no one will cross paths and
collide as partners run toward each other.

4. One partner in each pair holds the cup with the open top
facing the other partner. Hold the cup steady and away
from the body.

5.  The other partner in
each pair holds the
pool noodle right
at the edge of one
end while running.
This allows the pool
noodle to flop and
flail while the person
runs, making it hard
to control the other
end of the pool
noodle—and that’s
the point.

Supplies

} pool noodles (3 per Crew
per rotation)

 } 18-ounce plastic cups (3 
per Crew per rotation) 



6.  The partner with the pool noodle runs as fast as he or she
can toward the cup the other partner is holding out steadily,
with the goal of getting the free end of the pool noodle
directly into the cup.

7.  Runners can’t slow down to aim. They must run all the way
to the cup and try to hit the target of the cup. It’s difficult
but hilariously fun!

8.  Partners take turns holding the cup and running the pool
noodle.

9.  Play the Sing & Play Express Music CD in the background
while Crews play.

Turn off the music and sound your Train Whistle when it’s time 
to move on.



M

edium Steam    H.O.P.E Ball
Welcome kids back to Loco Motion Games if you haven’t 
already.

Say: While you play this next game, pay attention to what gives 
you hope to keep playing even if someone scores against you. 

1. Have Crews spread out some but stay close enough to you
that they can hear your directions.

2. Have each Crew stand in a circle, foot to foot (a person’s feet
should touch a foot of the people on each side), with each
person’s legs a little more than shoulder-width apart.

3. The goal is for people to roll a ball between the legs of
another person as well as block the ball from going between
their own.

Supplies

} rubber playground balls
(2 per Crew per rotation) }
photocopies of the Wrap-

Up Questions: H.O.P.E. 
Ball (1 per Crew)

Kids recognized this game 
as a popular one played 
on school playgrounds. 
They were excited to play 
it with the hopeful twist at 
Rocky Railway!

FIELD TEST FINDING

4. Crew members can use only  one arm to play and must tuck
the arm they choose not to use behind their back.

5. When a person can’t block the ball and is scored upon, he or
she earns a letter in the word hope. When a person reaches
all four letters, the Crew can shuffle where they’re standing
and start a new round.

6. About halfway through your time for this game, increase the
challenge and fun for the Crews by giving each a second
ball.

7. Play as many rounds as time allows,  and then signal the end
of the game.

Day
2



After your final round, have kids gather and sit with their Crews. 
Give each Crew Leader a copy of the Wrap-Up Questions to 
lead a quick closing discussion. 

Wrap-Up Questions: 
H.O.P.E. Ball

Say: The game had some challenges. People could score against
you, you could use only one arm, and you had to stand in a 
weird way. But you kept playing with some smiles and laughs 
and fun. So…

Ask:

What gave you hope to keep playing through the game’s
challenges?

 Tell about a time you had hope through another challenge.
Share an example of your own first, such as not giving up
on a friend after an argument because of the hope that
your friendship was stronger than a disagreement.

Say: We face big challenges—some might be so hard that 
they seem hopeless. But there’s always hope through any
challenge when we’re friends with Jesus. Jesus’ power 
gives us hope! (Trust Jesus!)

Permission to photocopy this resource from Group’s Rocky Railway VBS granted for local church
use. Copyright © 2020 Group Publishing, Inc., Loveland, CO. group.com/vbs



Low Steam

 Option 1: Railway Waterway 
Before Crews arrive, fill the buckets with water.

Onto one end of each pool noodle, tape a 16-ounce cup so the bottom 
of the cup sits on the end of the pool noodle. It works best to set the 
cup on the end of the upright pool noodle and tape around both the 
base of the cup and the pool noodle so the tape links them together all 
the way around. 

Then use the tape to mark a line around each noodle about 14 inches 
down from the cup.

Give high-fives as everyone arrives, and welcome Crews back to 
Loco Motion Games!

Say: Today at Rocky Railway we’re learning about being bold. 

Ask: 

 What things come to your mind when you think about 
being bold? Share an example of your own first, such as 
standing up for a friend or even simply doing something 
that puts you in the spotlight. 

Say: Being bold can feel uncomfortable or risky, but sometimes 
being bold is the only way something good can happen—so 
it’s worth the risk. When we’re not sure when or how to be 
bold, we can ask Jesus for help because Jesus’ power 
helps us be bold. (Trust Jesus!) 

You’ll get to be bold in this next game, but don’t 
worry, the risk you’ll take is a really fun one as 
you’ll move supplies from one train station to 
another! 

1.  Have each Crew join another Crew and stand
side by side in a long line with about 4 feet
between each person.

2.  Pick one end of the line to be the starting point,
and give the person on that end of the line one of
the prepared pool noodles. Give an empty cup to
the person on the other end of the line.

3.  Place a bucket of water near each person holding
a pool noodle. Then you and your games
assistants can carefully fill the cup sitting on top
of each pool noodle.

Day
3

Supplies

} pool noodles (1 for every 2
Crews per rotation)

} 16-ounce disposable cups
(1 per Crew per rotation)

} brightly colored or
patterned duct tape

} medium-size buckets
(1 for every 2 Crews per 
rotation) 

This one was a field test 
favorite! It’s fun to play and 
fun to watch!

FIELD TEST FINDING



4. Start some music. The person holds the pool noodle with
both hands but can hold the noodle only at the tape line
while carrying it to the next person in line, trying not to spill
any water along the way. (The noodle gets wobbly with the
full cup of water on top!)

5. Crew members boldly hand off and take the pool noodle to
move it along the line.

6. If a cup gets spilled, that line simply starts over with a refilled
cup.

7. If a cup successfully makes it to the other end of a line, the
second to last person pours the remaining water into the
empty cup the Thank You-er is holding.

8. Play the music to start the game and while everyone plays.
There will be spills and “start overs” but that’s the fun element
of risk that requires boldness in the game! Help everyone laugh
at the spills, encourage teammates, and share strategies for
successfully carrying and handing off the pool noodle.

9. After a few rounds, have Crews mix up where they’re
standing in line so more people get a chance at the front of
the line throughout the game.

Turn off the music when it’s time to move on, and have your 
games assistants refill the buckets for the next rotation. 



M

edium Steam

 Option 2: Bold Bops
Enthusiastically welcome everyone back to Loco Motion Games if you 
haven’t already.

Say: In this game, you might have to take some bold dives for a ball. 
Are you feeling bold?

1. Have each Crew stand in a circle and give each a ball.

2. When you start the music to cue the start of the game, a
willing person in each Crew tosses the ball into the air to begin
the first round.

3. After the first toss, Crew members work together to bop the
ball (like a bump-pass in volleyball) into the air without letting
it fall to the ground.

4.  Have Crews count each time the ball is bopped into the air. If
the ball falls, the Crew will start the count over at one.

5.  Challenge Crews to get to 20 or more successful bops or
simply keep improving their score from round to round.

6.  Play the Sing & Play Express Music CD while Crews play as
many rounds as time allows.

Move around the Crews with your games assistants, cheering
everyone on and praising bold dives and reaches that save
a ball from hitting the ground. When time is up, turn off the
music and give each Crew Leader a copy of the Wrap-Up
Questions for a quick discussion with his or her Crew.

Supplies
 } beach balls or other large 
lightweight balls (2 per 
Crew per rotation)

} photocopies of the Wrap-
Up Questions: Bold Bops
(1 per Crew)

Wrap-Up Questions: 
Bold Bops

Ask:

 What were some bold moves our Crew made as we 
played?

 How did encouraging words from the games leaders and
each other help you be bold?

Say: Being bold can be hard all on your own, but teamwork and
encouraging friends can make it easier. Jesus can help us
through the encouraging words of others. It’s just one way

Jesus’ power helps us be bold. (Trust Jesus!)

Permission to photocopy this resource from Group’s Rocky Railway VBS granted for local church

use. Copyright © 2020 Group Publishing, Inc., Loveland, CO. group.com/vbs



Supplies

 } beach balls (1 for every 2 
people per rotation)—you 
can use any other kind of 
medium-size ball that’s 
easy to toss and catch

 } photocopies of Wrap-Up 
Questions: Cross the 
Divide (1 per Crew)

 } Train Whistle*
 } Sing & Play Express Music 
CD* and CD player

* available from Group 
Publishing or your Group 
VBS supplier

M

edium Steam   Cross the Divide

Welcome Crews back to Loco Motion Games, if you haven’t 
already. 

Say: Today we’re talking a lot about forever and how Jesus’ 

power lets us live forever. (Trust Jesus!) Forever. 
Sounds kind of impossible, right? Impossible for us on our 
own, but not impossible with Jesus. We have limits, but Jesus 
doesn’t. Let’s play a fun game to explore reaching our limits.

Enlist Crew Leaders and 
your games assistants to 
encourage kids to show 
patience if partners have 
differing motor skills. 
Any kids having trouble 
catching can widen the 
gap between them and 
their partners more slowly.

STAY ON TRACK 

1. Form pairs within Crews. If a Crew has an uneven number,
they can form one trio.

2. Give each pair a ball.

3. Say: In a minute, you’ll all spread out with your partners
and stand facing each other with a few feet between you.

4. Pretend you’re standing on opposite sides of a mountain
divide along Rocky Railway and you have to get a train—a
ball—across the divide.

5. You’ll toss a ball back and forth to each other, and each
time you have a successful toss and catch, you’ll take a
step backward and away from each other. Then toss and
catch again.

6. Do this over and over until you can’t get the ball to each
other anymore.

Day
4



7. Have everyone spread
out and begin tossing.
Play the Sing & Play
Express Music CD
while partners play.

8. When it looks like
most partners have
reached their limit and
aren’t tossing anymore,
turn off the music.
Gather everyone back
together in their Crews
to find a new partner
and then spread out
again to play one
more round.

Wrap up the second 
round by turning off the 
music and sounding the Train Whistle to signal the end of 
the game. Have each Crew sit in a circle, and give each Crew 
Leader a copy of the Wrap-Up Questions to lead a discussion. 

We used tennis balls for this 
game at field test, but they 
were difficult to toss and 
catch for younger kids. We 
swapped for beach balls, 
which are easier to toss 
and catch.

FIELD TEST FINDING

Wrap-Up Questions: 
Cross the Divide

Ask:

What happened in the game as the gap grew bigger? 

What was it like to reach your limit for getting the ball
across successfully?

Say: This game shows us what sin—the wrong things we all say
and do—does to us and God: Sin puts an impossible divide
between us and God. Pause. But nothing’s impossible for
Jesus! Jesus made a way for all our sins to be forgiven so the
divide between us and God goes away, forever. Jesus’ power
lets us live forever! (Trust Jesus!) We’ll learn all about 
what Jesus did in Bible Adventures and Rocky Wrap-Up.

Permission to photocopy this resource from Group’s Rocky Railway VBS granted for local church
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Low Steam

 Option 1: Train of Thought
Before Crews arrive, make copies of the “Train of Thought Word 
Puzzles” handout on page 40. 

Make a copy of the handout, fill it in with the answers below, and 
keep the copy with you as your answer key. Following are the 
answers to the puzzles:

Greet Crews for the last day of Loco Motion Games.

Say: For this game you’ll put your heads together to solve some 
fun word puzzles. Each puzzle has a train of thought—one 
word that’s a common link for the three other words in 
the puzzle. You’ll have only 10 seconds to solve each puzzle, 
and they’ll get harder as we go. Are you feeling brainy and 
awake? Pause. Hmm, I don’t know if you’re awake enough. We 
better change that. Have everyone stand up and do about 10 
jumping jacks or squat jumps with you for a quick “wake up.” 

1. Have Crews sit in circles, and give each Crew Leader a copy
of the handout and a pen.

2. Use your copy to guide the game and a timer to time 10
seconds for each puzzle. After the first few puzzles, adjust
how much time you give Crews based on how easy or
difficult it is for for them to answer. It should be challenging
but not so challenging that it’s mostly frustrating.

3. Use your Train Whistle to signal the beginning and end of
time for each puzzle. When time’s up, Crews must put their
pens down.

4. At the end of each puzzle’s time, allow Crews to call out their
guesses (if they have any), and then share the answer from
your answer key. Affirm and encourage Crews as you move
through the puzzles.

After the last puzzle, have your games assistants collect the used 
handouts and pens while you lead everyone in a quick wrap-up.

Day
5

Supplies
} copies of the “Train of

Thought Word Puzzles”
handout (1 per Crew, plus
1 for you)
 } pens (1 per Crew per 
rotation)

 } cellphone timer

Crews absolutely loved this 
game! The brainy challenge 
felt fresh and fun in a week 
of more physical games.

FIELD TEST FINDING

Our games leader walked 
everyone through the 
first word puzzle on the 
handout to help everyone 
understand the game. If 
your group could use a 
jump-start, consider doing 
this. It really helped at the 
field test!

FIELD TEST FINDING

1. Eye 6. Hand

2. In 7. Short

3. Tooth 8. Hot

4. Under 9. Heart

5. Time or Life 10. Pan



Ask:

 What was helpful about sharing brain power with your 
Crew for solving the puzzles?

 Tell about another time you worked with friends or family 
to solve a problem. Share an example of your own, such as 
getting lost while driving and everyone in the car working 
together to figure out a solution.

Say: Working together isn’t only good for games; it helps us in big 
ways in everyday life! When we listen to others’ thoughts 
and can share our own, we solve all kinds of problems and 
can make friends, too. Teamwork can be hard, but we can ask 
Jesus for help because Jesus’ power helps us be good 
friends. (Trust Jesus!)



Train of Thought 
Word Puzzles 

For each numbered puzzle below, there’s one word that can go in 
front of the other three to make words with a common beginning. 
Work together to figure out what word links the others in the puzzles.

1. __________lash

__________lid

__________brow

2. __________side

__________to

__________door

3. __________brush

__________paste

__________ache

4. __________ground

__________weight

__________water

5. __________saver

__________line

__________less

6.__________off

 __________print

 __________shake

7. __________cut

__________bread

__________stop

8.__________dog

__________head

__________spot

9. __________beat

__________burn

__________broken

10. __________cake

__________handle

__________icky

Permission to photocopy this resource from Group’s Rocky Railway VBS granted for local church use. 
Copyright © 2020 Group Publishing, Inc., Loveland, CO. group.com/vbs



High Steam

 Option 2: Boxcar Bolt 
Before Crews arrive, inflate the balloons, tie them off, and store 
them in the trash bags to keep them from blowing away.

For each Crew in your largest rotation, set up a line of two traffic 
cones, a chair, and then two more traffic cones all spaced 10 to 15 
feet apart.

Fill the spray bottles with water, and set the nozzles to spray a 
stream of water, not a mist.

Greet everyone for the last day of Loco Motion Games if you 
haven’t already.

Say: I hope you’ve had the best week of your summer here at 
Rocky Railway and made some new friends. Who knows? 
Maybe you’ve made friends this week you’ll stick with for 
years and years because Jesus’ power helps us be 
good friends. (Trust Jesus!) Let’s wrap up with a game 
where you’ll stick with your friends!
1. Have Crews form single-file lines from tallest to shortest,

with the Thank You-er at the front of the line.

2.  Give everyone but the Thank
You-er a balloon, and have Crew
members link together in their
line so they’re suspending the
balloons between the middles
of their bodies, holding on to the
shoulders of the person in front
of them.

3.  Each Crew chooses a line of
obstacles and lines up a few feet
across from an end cone.

Supplies
} balloons (1 per person per 

rotation)
} large trash bags (for 

containing all the 
balloons)
} traffic cones or other 

place markers (4 per 
Crew per rotation)

} short, preschool-size 
chairs (1 per Crew per 

rotation)
} spray bottles (1 per 



4. When you sound the Train Whistle, each Crew runs along the
line of obstacles. When they come to a cone, they run a full
circle around it, then move on to the next obstacle.

5. When Crews come to a chair, they step up on it and over it.

6. Crews run their courses to the other side trying not to drop
the balloons between them and not using hands to hold or
move the balloons. Any dropped balloons at any point mean
starting over.

7. Have Crew Leaders and games assistants spray Crews while
they run for a fun cool-down.

8. Play as many rounds as time allows, and encourage Crews
to share ideas for strategies to be more successful and faster
as they run the course again.

9. Play the Sing & Play Express Music CD while Crews play.

When it’s time to move on, turn off the music and sound the 
Train Whistle to signal the end of the game. Have each Crew 
sit in a circle, and give each Crew Leader a copy of the Wrap-
Up Questions. Your games assistants can collect the balloons 
in the trash bags for the next rotation and refill the spray 
bottles as needed.

Wrap-Up Questions: 
Boxcar Bolt

Say: This has been a great week, and I’ve had a blast getting to
know you all! Ask:

 What’s your favorite memory from the week? Share an
example of your own.

 How has being at Rocky Railway helped you make new 
friends or become even better friends with people you
already knew?

Say: Some of us maybe also started a friendship with Jesus this
week or got to know him better. We’ve learned so much about
Jesus’ power and love. Jesus’ power helps us be good
friends (Trust Jesus!), and we can take all the friendships 
we’ve started or strengthened here at VBS with us. 

Close with a quick prayer of thanks for the friendships your
Crew has built this week and for the friend we have in Jesus.

Permission to photocopy this resource from Group’s Rocky Railway VBS granted for local church
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Coal Crunch

*Multiply the following recipe as needed to make enough Coal Crunch for each Crew at your VBS.
The recipe below makes enough for two elementary Crews or four preschool Crews. 

Ingredients:
•  3 cups mini marshmallows (Most marshmallows are allergy-friendly, but check ingredient

lists to watch for things like wheat, milk, eggs, and if they may contain traces of peanuts.)

•  1½ tablespoons butter (To make a dairy-free version, simply use a vegan butter such as the 
options offered by the Earth Balance brand. This brand also offers a tasty vegan soy-free 
option if you need to stay away from soy.

•  3 cups cocoa crispy rice cereal (Watch ingredient lists for traces of peanuts or other
allergenic foods. At health food stores, it’s possible to find dairy-free versions of cocoa
crispy rice cereal, but if you can’t find any, just use plain crispy rice cereal.)

•  1½ cups finely crushed Oreo cookies—roughly ²/³ of a 14.3-ounce package (You can find
gluten-free versions of Oreos at stores such as Walmart. Check ingredient lists to be sure. 
For dairy allergies, look for dairy-free crunchy chocolate cookies or brownie crisps.)

•  2 whole tubes of black gel food coloring (Use whatever amount makes the mixture look 
truly black.)

Instructions:
1. Finely crush the Oreo cookies in a large resealable plastic bag. Measure to

make sure you have 1½ cups of crushed cookies.

2. Put the marshmallows and butter in a large, microwave-safe mixing bowl, 
and heat in a microwave for 60 to 90 seconds.

3. Stir the melted mixture until smooth, and add food coloring until you
achieve a black color.

4. Incorporate the cocoa crispy rice cereal and crushed Oreos.

5. Let the mixture sit and cool for about five minutes.

6. For elementary Crew snacks, scoop out ¼-cup-size portions onto a large
piece of parchment paper. For preschool Crew snacks, scoop out ¹/8-cup
portions.

7. Use another smaller piece of parchment paper held in your hands to
shape each portion into a lumpy ball to look like coal.

8. Allow all the pieces to cool on sheets of parchment paper for 20 to 30 
minutes.

9. Then place each piece of finished, cooled Coal Crunch into a sandwich-
size resealable plastic bag and seal the bag.

It’s best to prepare batches of today’s snack—a fun version of a Rice Krispies Treat—a day ahead so 
the snacks can cool and not be quite as gooey.
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